ACTD Mission USS Vesuvius - Worlds Apart - Episode Eleven

Host Admiral Taylor says:
Previously on the USS Vesuvius:

Host Admiral Taylor says:
Her encounter with a Dyson Sphere all but a dim memory, the USS Vesuvius is now in orbit above Polanus V.  She has been Joined by Admiral Taylor, the Sector Commander, aboard the USS Typhoon, an Akira-class vessel.  

Host Admiral Taylor says:
The crew of the USS Vesuvius has proved that there is some Romulan involvement in the famine, and that the virus attacking the Yxarta grain is genetically engineered and type-specific.  The Science department has come up with an initial cure for the Virus and is ready to go into mass production of the cure.

Host Admiral Taylor says:
The Chief Engineering Officer has discovered the location of the cloaked Romulan vessel that had been tailing the USS Vesuvius.  Using that information, a Heavily armed security force from the USS Typhoon has boarded and secured that vessel and located the missing grain that had been diverted during transport.  

Host Admiral Taylor says:
The Chief Tactical Officer and Admiral Taylor have joined Doctor Delar and Doctor Smalina on the surface of the planet.  Lieutenant Wakefield, working on the theory that Doctor Smalina may be involved in the murder of Doctor Rysanger in the brig of the Vesuvius, has interrogated Doctor Smalina, and has just discovered an EXCEEDINGLY interesting cache of weapons in the good Doctor's locker…

Host Admiral Taylor says:
At present, the Vesuvius has broken standard orbit under power to face a new threat:  a D'drex-class Romulan warbird running on an attack vector.  Commander Sam Kelson, in temporary command of the ship, has ordered Red Alert and shields to be raised.  The Romulan Vessel has powered her disruptors and is not answering hails.

Host Admiral Taylor says:
A massive subspace distortion has been detected on the Romulan side of the Neutral Zone on a direct heading for Polanus V…

Host Admiral Taylor says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: In her quarters listening to the Red Alert klaxons and wondering what's going on... ::

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Mac, get those phasers and torpedo’s ready but do not fire unless fired upon!

CEO McGregor says:
:: At Tactical 1 ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
:: At the OPS console attempting to hail the Romulan ship ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Stands and begins to pace her quarters...worried... ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks to the lift doors ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Aye sir doing it now

CSO Trelan says:
Self: Come on!!!

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Lane, get us in defensive position.

OPS Al’Thor says:
XO: Sir, still no answer to our hails

CMO Delar says:
@:: Still on Polanus V, he looks over to the CTO ::   CTO: Lieutenant...orders?

CEO McGregor says:
:: Adjusts power to the shields ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@Smalina: Doctor?   :: Motioning to with the phaser in his hand ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@:: Edges toward the door to cut off escape routes ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Watching the view screen from the helm ::   XO: Aye sir, taking up defensive position.

CSO Trelan says:
:: As the turbolift doors open, runs out onto bridge and takes Science 1 from Ensign Hilton ::

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Understood, Ensign.  Inform the Captain of our situation.

Doctor Smalina says:
@CTO: Really, put that thing down.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Checks sensors ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
XO: Aye sir

AFCO Lane says:
:: Turns the Vesuvius to face the warbird straight on ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@:: Hands never far from his sides, casually standing in doorway ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Punches up current sensor sweep readings ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: All systems ready sir

CTO Wakefield says:
@Smalina: Provide me with an explanation Doctor.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Brings all flight sensors to full ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Bringing himself up to full height, eyes a hard glare ::

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Keep 'em that way, Mac.  Hopefully we won't have to use them.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Stands and his eyes dart between Smalina, the Admiral and the CTO. He moves closer to the window and keeps himself at a position where he can easily get between the Admiral and Smalina if needed ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@CTO: Certainly, if you will just tell me what you need an explanation for, I'll gladly give it to you.

RCO R’`anak says:
:: On the bridge of his ship ::   RCTO: Open fire...

OPS Al’Thor says:
*CO*: We are being approached by a hostile Romulan ship that has not answered our hails.

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@CTO: Mister Wakefield, what exactly have we got here?

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Target their weapons array and engines, Mac.

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Looks up at the Admiral ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Already done sir

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  The Romulan Vessel Opens fire on the Vesuvius with full disruptors...


CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Uses his tricorder to scan the phaser...is it the same one that killed Rysanger? ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Smiles ::

Host OPS Al’Thor says:
:: Taps commbadge, worried, but not allowing it in her voice ::   
OPS:  Acknowledged, thank you Mr. Al'Thor

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Evasive maneuvers, Lane!

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Let 'em have it, Mac!

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Enemy vessel is firing disruptors!

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Sir evasive maneuvers engaged.

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Disruptors tear into Shields...

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires full phaser spread ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins to think...::   Self:  I have to do something...I have to be somewhere...I can't just sit here...

RCO R`anak says:
RCTO: Keep on firing.   RFCO: Evasive maneuvers, keep us close

CTO Wakefield says:
@Admiral: It appears that this is the phaser used to kill Doctor Rysanger.  It has been fired once...on stun.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Photon torpedo’s ready sir

CMO Delar says:
@:: Stays silent and continues to observe the three ::   Self: I swore to protect life...that's my job and I must uphold it and my morals...keep away from Smalina and let the Lieutenant handle it.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Brings her tactical grid up and plots her next maneuver and initiates ::

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Fire!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees her med kit, grabs it and decides to go to sickbay ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires a 3 torpedo volley ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@Smalina:  And how do you explain this, Doctor?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Exits her quarters and heads towards the turbolift ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo’s away

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters turbolift ::   Computer:  Deck 12

XO Kelson says:
:: Grips armrest in tension ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Raises shield power 15% ::

RCO R’anak says:
RCEO: Give all the power you got to shields!!   RCTO: Hit them again

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Direct hit to shields! Holding at 97%!

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Looks at the Admiral and then the CTO ::   CTO:  I am sure that is a mistake...I have never seen that weapon before in my life!

AFCO Lane says:
:: Brings the ship around so the enemy's engines can be targeted ::   CTO: There you go sir.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Readies more torpedo’s ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Plasma torpedoes arc across space to the Vesuvius...

XO Kelson says:
CSO: We can take a couple of jabs.  Lets knock them out first...

CEO McGregor says:
ALL: Hang on

AFCO Lane says:
:: Moves slightly to port ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Runs towards sickbay as the turbolift comes to a stop and the doors open ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Walks over to Admiral Taylor, and whispers... ::   ADM:  I would still like to question President Halon, my gut is telling me something is funny here...

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires Phasers again ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Plasma torpedoes miss by kilometers and still shake the living daylights out of the ship

XO Kelson says:
FCO/CEO: Stick and move…stick and move...don't give 'em too big of a target.

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION: Phasers cut into Romulan shields

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grabs his console as the ship shakes ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Moves slightly towards the CMO ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Holds onto armrest to keep from falling ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Prepares a strafing run over the top of the Romulan ship ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
:: Grabs his console to avoid falling out of his chair ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters sickbay and sees it in chaos with injured ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Ship's status?

AFCO Lane says:
:: Looks over at the XO ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION: Phasers cut into Romulan shields

CMO Delar says:
@:: Calmly watches the doctor and wonders what he has in mind. His expression is motionless as he keeps a constant check on Smalina. ::

RCO R`anak says:
RCTO: Keep firing!   :: Holds on as they are hit ::   RCEO: More power to the shield!!! I don't care where you get it, do it!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes out her medical tricorder, and begins to scan a crewman on the closest biobed... ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Whips his phaser up, pointing it at Smalina ::   Smalina: Hold your position Doctor!

CSO Trelan says:
:: Jabs at console ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo’s ready sir

XO Kelson says:
CEO: How we doing, Mac?  Any damage yet?

Doctor Smalina says:
@CTO: Really, that is entirely unnecessary!

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Minor damage to shields deck 21

Host CO Royce says:
<Aola> CO:  Captain...you're not supposed to be working!

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Keep us moving, Lane.

RCO R`anak says:
RFCO: Keep us close,

CEO McGregor says:
XO: I have rerouted shield power to that section

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Places the murder weapon in his holster ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@:: Whips out hidden phaser and levels it at Smalina ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Slides the Vesuvius above the Romulan ship allowing their phasers to cut into the Rommie's shields ::

Host CO Royce says:
Aola:  You have injured...your CMO is not on board...you need me.  Case closed.

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Aye sir...we're moving.

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Evacuate personnel from affected areas.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns back to treating the injured crewman ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@ALL: I think its time we go talk to President Halon.  Wouldn't you say Admiral?

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Aye, sir.

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Grabs hidden phaser and grabs the CMO ::   CTO: Besides, if you don't back off, I'll kill your CMO.  My weapon is set to kill!

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Some damage to deck 15,shields holding at 97%

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@:: Taps communicator ::   COMM: Typhoon: Four to beam up, straight to the brig.  Contact President Halon.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: No injuries I am aware of

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Excellent.  Keep pounding their weapons array.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Stands stock still and looks straight forward ::   Smalina: I would not advise this course of action doctor

CSO Trelan says:
*Crew* All hands.  Evacuate decks 21 through 23.  Repeat, evacuate decks 21 through 23.

RCO R’anak says:
RCTO: Go for their shield generator!!   RCSO: Status on there ship

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Anything from the Romulan ship, Ensign?

CEO McGregor says:
:: Locks in on the weapons array and fires a torpedo at full yield ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
XO: Nothing, sir.

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Reduces his phaser's setting to level one stun ::


Doctor Smalina says:
@ CMO: Shut up, no one asked you.   :: Shoves the weapon in the CMO's ribs ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
#COMM: ADM:  Sir, we are taking fire from a Romulan vessel, D'drex class!  

AFCO Lane says:
:: Knows the Romulans will try and hit the shield generator and compensates by moving starboard ::

CMO Delar says:
@:: Reaches back swiftly and grabs Smalina’s elbow, he attempts to twist the Polanite's arm back swiftly while doing as little damage as possible ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo away

XO Kelson says:
Self: Dang it...

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Fires at Smalina's weapon arm ::

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Commander, reading a massive energy distortion, location is one light year from the Romulan Neutral Zone!

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Fires the phaser ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Is it big enough to be a fleet?

CSO Trelan says:
XO: No damage to the Romulan vessel. Their shields are holding!

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires another phaser volley ::

AFCO Lane says:
XO: I can confirm that on navigational sensors sir!

RCO R’anak says:
ALL: No, no, no   RFCO: Get under them!   RCTO: And you...go for the ventral decks

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Doctor Delar crumples to the floor, status unknown

CSO Trelan says:
XO: In my estimation...yes, sir.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes an anabolic Protoplaser to the crewman on the biobed... ::

CEO McGregor says:
AFCO: Can ya get me underneath her lass?

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Do it, Lane...

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: On it Mac...errrrrr I mean sir.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Feels a sudden weight hit him and he collapses. He feels pain in his head is suddenly numbing as everything around his goes from dark grey to a sudden black ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves to the next crewman on the adjacent biobed... ::

RCO R’anak says:
:: Passes the bridge ::   All status   :: Gets reports from all ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION: The Typhoon comes in, all guns blazing head-on at the Romulan vessel...

AFCO Lane says:
All: This will be a sudden drop. Hang on!   :: Begins the maneuver ::

XO Kelson says:
All: Okay, people...we may the only thing holding back the Romulan fleet.  Let's get win this thing!

CEO McGregor says:
:: Readies a double full yield torpedo volley directly at main engineering::   Self: Come on

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at the readouts on the Bioscanner... ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: What's the Typhoon's status?

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires volley ::   AFCO Get us out of here

AFCO Lane says:
:: Turns 10 degrees down and slips under the warbird ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Jabs at computer console ::

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Good work, Hope.  Keep 'em guessing.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Hears the CEO and moves sharply up and away ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Doctor Smalina crumples on top of Doctor Delar...

Host Admiral Taylor says:
@CTO: The plot thickens.  Secure the prisoner.  We seem to be on our own.

RCO R`anak says:
All: NO!   RCTO: Just keeping firing, all we got   All: This is going to be bumpy

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Falls ::

Host Admiral Taylor says:
ACTION:  Torpedoes overload port shields of the Warbird

CMO Delar says:
@:: Is rocked suddenly as a heavier weight strikes his body in its fallen state ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@ADM: Aye sir.  :: Walks over to Smalina and rolls him onto his stomach, twisting both his arms behind his back ::

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Reading an overload of the Warbird’s shields!

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Sir, the enemy's port shields are buckling!

Host CO Royce says:
Self:  This one is going into neural failure...   :: Looks to Tymes ::   Tymes:  Get me a Neuralstimulator...fast!

XO Kelson says:
AFCO/CEO: Try to work in tandem with the Typhoon.

RCO R`anak says:
RFCO: Get us out of there fire, that is your job right, so do it!!

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Locks Smalina's wrists in one of his hand, and scans Dr. Delar with his tricorder in the other... ::

XO Kelson says:
All: Yes!  Good work all.  Keep after them, Mac!

CTO Wakefield says:
@ADM:  They're both stunned sir.


CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires quickly at their starboard shield array ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
*CO*: Captain the Typhoon has joined us in the fight against the Romulans.

CTO Wakefield says:
@ADM: Apparently, Dr. Smalina is not very familiar with Federation phaser settings...

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: I'm coming around again sir.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Mumbles in his semi-conscious state ::

CEO McGregor says:
AFCO: We're ready lass

Host CO Royce says:
:: Administers a hypo of Asinolyathin... ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Loads 2 more torpedo’s and locks phasers ::

Host CO Royce says:
OPS:  Acknowledge.  Thanks for the updates!  Please keep them coming!

AFCO Lane says:
:: Sighs and brings the Vesuvius around for another pass ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Waits for next hit ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes the neural stimulator from Tymes and applies it to this crewman ::

CEO McGregor says:
AFCO: Here we go lass

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires weapons ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@CMO: Just relax Doc.  You'll have a hell of a headache for a few hours, but you'll be fine.

RCO R`anak says:
RFCO: Damnit, we should be able to out maneuver them   RCTO: Who taught you to shoot, you’re suppose to hit them!   :: As seen is getting very angry ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo’s and phasers away sir


CEO McGregor says:
AFCO: Ok lass anytime your ready

Host Gerry says:
 ACTION:  A Plasma Torpedo tears into the Vesuvius's shields, shaking the ship and throwing CEO, FCO and XO to the floor.  OPS holds on.  CSO is still standing.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks to the crewman...then the Bioscanner... ::    Self:  Oh no...he's going into synaptic failure.   :: Reads Bioscanner and sees brain stem damage ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Hits floor ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Hits the floor hard ::  Thump

CMO Delar says:
@:: Grumbles to himself and forces his eyes open ::   CTO: Thank you Lieutenant...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Is knocked to the floor ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@CMO: No problem Doc.

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: I think we have them now sir.   :: Moving in ::   Give it to them...   :: Smiles evilly then falls to the floor ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Is still stunned ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Damage report!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Gets back up... ::   Tymes:  Get me a Neurolink!

CEO McGregor says:
Aloud: Well now…that was not fun in the least   :: Gets up ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@ADM: We definitely need to speak to the President now...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Holds onto console, keeping himself from falling ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Rises ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Grabs the console and gets back into her chair ::

RCO R’anak says:
All: Much better, now keep it up

CEO McGregor says:
:: Checks shields.  And fires another volley. ::

CMO Delar says:
@:: Tries to force himself up. He chooses to rest a moment and then grasps hold of chair nearby and pulls himself up ::

Host ADM Taylor says:
ACTION:  Owing to his part Vulcan physiology, Doctor Delar shakes off his stun faster than Doctor Smalina.

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Do we still have shields and weapons?

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Picks up Smalina by his back-twisted arms and shoves him into the wall ::

CSO Trelan says:
XO: All decks reporting minor injuries!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks over to the other patient... ::   Crewman:  You able to be the Neurolink for this man?

CEO McGregor says:
XO: For now.  Shields weak but I can still shoot

Host ADM Taylor says:
@CTO: Agreed.  Let's see if we can find him.   :: Looks at Doctor Delar ::   Son, you should rest a bit.  Those things hurt.

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Hits the wall with a thud ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Checks her flight controls for damage ::

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: How’s maneuverability?

Host CO Royce says:
<Crewman> CO:  Yes ma'am...whatever he needs.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Rerouting power from science labs to shields

CMO Delar says:
@ADM: I concur sir, though I would prefer not to be called son, sir.

Host ADM Taylor says:
@CTO:  Indeed. Doctor.  ::helps CMO to chair::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo’s ready sir

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Any side weaker than the other?

CTO Wakefield says:
@Self: Oi.

RCO R`anak says:
RCEO: Keep the power coming for shields

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Fire full spread!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes the Neurolink from Tymes and places it on both patients head ::    Crewman:  This won't hurt...just don't make any sudden moves.

OPS Al’Thor says:
*CO*: We have minor injuries on all decks, Captain

Host CO Royce says:
OPS:  Acknowledged

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Our aft sections, I'd keep us in nose first

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Aft shields at 12%, remaining shields holding at 36%. Structural integrity field at 78%!

Host ADM Taylor says:
ACTION:  The Typhoon rips into the port side of the Warbird and takes a plasma torpedo for her trouble...

CTO Wakefield says:
@CMO:  Doctor, do you know where the President's offices are?

AFCO Lane says:
XO: I can still get this baby to fly like a bee sir. Hit and sting sir.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires torpedo’s, full spread ::

Host CO Royce says:
Aola:  Assemble your Med Teams and have them dispersed throughout the ship!  Minor injuries on all decks.

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Okay, Hope...Your heard it.  Keep us head on for now.

Host ADM Taylor says:
ACTION: the Warbird is venting plasma on the port bow.

Host CO Royce says:
<Aola> CO:  Already dispatched, ma'am

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires phasers at her engineering section ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods to Aola ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves to the next biobed ::

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Aye sir, maintaining direct course at the enemy.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Plasma venting from the warbird sir

CMO Delar says:
@:: Mumbles for a few moments then gets up ::   CMO: About 5 levels up on the north side of the building overlooking the main colony...   :: Takes a deep breath ::

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Port bow sir

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Keep targeting that area, Mac.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Reads Bioscanner ::

RCO R`anak says:
All: No!!!!!   RFCO: Can't you do anything right!

CEO McGregor says:
:: Locks and loads 3 more torpedo’s ::

XO Kelson says:
AFCO: Ever play chicken Hope?   :: Smiles ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@CMO:  Lead the way Doc...

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: Go get Mac...err sir.

CEO McGregor says:
XO: Torpedo’s away sir

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Aye sir, and I usually win.   :: Smiles back ::

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Commander, new reading on that energy distortion! It has halted on the Romulan side of the Neutral Zone. It appears to be waiting for some sort of signal. I would guess they are waiting to see a Federation ship to explode, and since the Vesuvius and the Typhoon are the only ones here....

Host CO Royce says:
Tymes:  Get me the Plasma Infusion Unit.  This one's lost a lot of blood...

XO Kelson says:
:: Nods and smiles to AFCO ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@Smalina: I expect you to be on your best behavior Doctor...and don't try my patience.

CEO McGregor says:
Aloud: Take that ya buggers

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Raise the Typhoon and see if they could use any help.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Tries to force his legs to move and slowly makes himself out of the office, finding that the technician that was waiting for them has long left.  He moves to a turbolift down a large open corridor and enters the lift. ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Sneers at the CTO and spits in his direction ::

AFCO Lane says:
XO: Standing by to run over this Romulan chicken sir!   :: Laughs ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Begins to work on the patient with a dermal regenerator ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
XO: Aye sir. :: Hails the Typhoon ::

RCO R`anak says:
::Tries to help all she can::

CEO McGregor says:
AFCO: How about right down her throat

CTO Wakefield says:
@::pushes Smalina along after wrenching his twisted arms higher up his back, putting more stress on his elbows and shoulders::

Host ADM Taylor says:
@::helps the CMO along after the CTO who is holding Doctor Smalina::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Makes sure that the warbird is directly on her flight path ::

CMO Delar says:
@CTO: I've noticed that a large amount of the Polanite architecture is very open and uses large amounts of glass.   :: Notes the re-enforced glass walls of the lift ::

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: I have her in my sights sir.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Locks phasers ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Winces in pain and grunts ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Puts down dermal regenerator, and picks up a Protodynoplaser ::

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: Ready? We have them now!

CSO Trelan says:
XO: Commander, new reading on that energy distortion! It has halted on the Romulan side of the Neutral Zone. It appears to be waiting for some sort of signal. I would guess they are waiting to see a Federation ship to explode, and since the Vesuvius and the Typhoon are the only ones here....

CEO McGregor says:
:: Fires phaser at the belly again ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Pushes Smalina into turbolift after Delar, turns to see that Admiral Taylor is following ::

Host ADM Taylor says:
@::nods to CTO::  CTO:  Carry on.

RCO R`anak says:
:: Tries to help all she can ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees Tymes return ::    Tymes:  Hook this guy up to that.

AFCO Lane says:
:: Brings the Vesuvius up close and personal ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Continues to work on the crewman with the Protodynoplaser ::

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Almost falls as he is shoved ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Well, let's just let 'em sit there then.  We aren't going to give them the satisfaction.

CMO Delar says:
@:: Looks out the open glass lift onto the Polanite landscape.  He can see part of the interior of the Science Building and smiles at the building's design. He taps several commands into a panel and prepares to move to the President's office ::

Host ADM Taylor says:
@:: Notes that the CMO is made of stern stuff and is pleased to see it ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grins and nods ::   XO: Aye, commander!

CTO Wakefield says:
@:: Keeps a firm grip on Smalina's wrists...ready to break them at a moments notice ::

XO Kelson says:
CEO: Keep punishing them, Mac!

AFCO Lane says:
CEO: She's all yours.

RCO R`anak says:
:: Looks at her crew ::   All: do all you can....

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks up at the Bioscanner ::

CTO Wakefield says:
@CMO:  Can you contact him and let him know we're coming?

Doctor Smalina says:
@:: Struggles a bit, but not enough to break free ::

XO Kelson says:
OPS: How's the Typhoon faring, Ensign?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Continues her work ::

CMO Delar says:
@CTO: Will do...   :: Smiles as he tries to shake the phaser blast. He taps his comm badge and begins a slight discussion with one of the President's assistants. ::

OPS Al’Thor says:
XO: Getting the ships status now sir

CEO McGregor says:
:: Narrows the phaser beam full density and fires at the weakest part of their shields ::

Host ADM Taylor says:
The Core of the Warbird breaches and a brilliant light is seen from Polanus as she explodes in a
Matter-Antimatter reaction

CEO McGregor says:
:: Blows on his knuckles ::

AFCO Lane says:
:: Waves as the Rommies go bye bye ::

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


